
9207 CHILIVANI-BONO-ISCRA                                                                      

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43

km  FER    FER    STA5   SCOL   FER    FER    FEST  GIOR  FER    SCOL   FEST   FER   GIOR  FER    FER    FNSC   SELM   SCOL   SCLM   FNSC  GIOR  SCOL  

     OZIERI CHILIVANI STAZ FS      ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  06:56  08:00  09:06  ---  ---  10:10  ---  11:05  12:59  13:40  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  15:15  ---

  5,0 OZIERI (S. NICOLA)            ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:03  08:07  09:13  ---  ---  10:17  ---  11:12  13:06  13:47  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  15:22  ---

  8,1 OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:09  08:13  09:19  ---  ---  10:23  ---  11:18  13:12  13:53  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  15:28  ---

 -   OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:15  ---  10:30  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:05 ç ---  14:35

  9,1 OZIERI BV STAZ. FDS           ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:20  ---  10:35  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:10  ---  14:40

 10,1 STAZIONE VIGNE                ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:24  ---  10:39  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:14  ---  14:44

 13,1 CASA LOPEZ                    ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:26  ---  10:41  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:16  ---  14:46

 18,1 BIDUVE' BV BANTINE            ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:31  ---  10:46  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:21  ---  14:51

 19,1 PATTADA STAZIONE FDS          ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:33  ---  10:48  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:23  ---  14:53

 23,1 PATTADA                       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:40  ---  10:55  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:30  ---  15:00

 -   PATTADA                       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 28,1 BIVIO BUDDUSO'-BULTEI         ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:50  ---  11:05  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:40  ---  15:10

 34,1 BIVIO OSIDDA STAZ. FDS        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  09:57  ---  11:12  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:47  ---  15:17

 40,1 AREA COINCIDENZA B            ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 40,2 SP33 AREA COINCIDENZA A       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  10:05  ---  11:20  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:55  ---  15:25

 48,2 BULTEI                        ---  ---  ---  07:40  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  11:31  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:20  ---  ---  ---  ---

 51,2 ANELA                         ---  ---  ---  07:45  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  11:36  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:25  ---  ---  ---  ---

 57,2 BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              ---  ---  ---  07:55  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  11:46  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:35  ---  ---  ---  ---

 -   BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              05:55  06:20  07:00 : ---  07:55  ---  ---  ---  09:45  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:00  14:00 ¿ ---  14:40 * ---  ---  ---

 62,0 BOTTIDDA                      06:02  06:27  07:07  ---  08:02  ---  ---  ---  09:52  ---  ---  11:53  ---  ---  ---  14:07  14:07  ---  14:47  ---  ---  ---

 65,0 ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  07:13  ---  08:08  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:13  14:13  ---  14:53  ---  ---  ---

 -   ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 66,8 BURGOS                        06:10  06:35  07:21  ---  08:16  ---  ---  ---  10:00  ---  ---  12:01  ---  ---  ---  14:21  14:21  ---  15:01  ---  ---  ---

 -   BURGOS                        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:02  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 68,6 ESPORLATU                     06:18  06:43  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  10:08  ---  ---  12:10  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 -   ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:11  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 70,6 BIVIO BURGOS-ESPORLATU        06:23  06:48  07:26  ---  08:20  ---  ---  ---  10:13  ---  ---  12:16  ---  ---  ---  14:25  14:25  ---  15:05  ---  ---  ---

 75,6 BIVIO ILLORAI                 06:30  06:55  07:33  ---  08:27  ---  ---  ---  10:20  ---  ---  12:23  ---  ---  ---  14:32  14:32  ---  15:12  ---  ---  ---

 78,6 ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     06:38  07:03  07:41  ---  08:35  ---  ---  ---  10:28  ---  ---  12:31  ---  ---  ---  14:40 @ 14:40  ---  15:20  ---  ---  ---

 -   ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     ---  07:05  ---  ---  08:37  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:32  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 81,6 BIVIO ILLORAI                 06:46  07:13  07:49  ---  08:45  ---  ---  ---  10:36  ---  ---  12:40  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 83,8 CANT.TIRSO                    06:49  07:16 " 07:52 " ---  08:48  ---  ---  ---  10:39  ---  ---  12:43  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 84,5 ISCRA FDS                     06:51  ---  ---  ---  08:50  ---  ---  ---  10:41  ---  ---  12:45  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

                     Km.  per  corsa   25,7   25,0   26,2    9,0   26,9    8,1    8,1    8,1   25,7   34,0    8,1   76,7    8,1    8,1    8,1   21,0   21,0    9,0   21,0   34,0    8,1   34,0

ç    = (FNSC) CORSA FERIALE-PERIODO NON SCOLASTICO

:    = (STA5) CORSA FESTIVA DAL 1/7 AL 31/8

¿    = (SELM) SI EFFETTUA DAL MER AL SAB SCOLASTICI

*    = (SCLM) CORSA SCOLASTICA LUN & MAR

@    = Prosegue per Nuoro con il Q 9212

"    = Prosegue per Macomer con il Q9220



9207 CHILIVANI-BONO-ISCRA                                                                      

45 47 49 51 53 55 57 59 61 63

km  SCOL   FER    FER    FER   FEST FER GIOR FEST FEST FER

     OZIERI CHILIVANI STAZ FS      ---  ---  17:00  ---  17:20  17:40  19:00  20:06 21:11 21:20

  5,0 OZIERI (S. NICOLA)            ---  ---  17:07  ---  17:27  17:47  19:07  20:13 21:18 21:27

  8,1 OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          ---  ---  17:13  ---  17:33  17:53  19:13  20:19 21:24 21:33

 -   OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          14:35  15:33  ---  18:20  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

  9,1 OZIERI BV STAZ. FDS           14:40  15:38  ---  18:25  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 10,1 STAZIONE VIGNE                14:44  15:42  ---  18:29  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 13,1 CASA LOPEZ                    14:46  15:44  ---  18:31  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 18,1 BIDUVE' BV BANTINE            14:51  15:49  ---  18:36  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 19,1 PATTADA STAZIONE FDS          14:53  15:51  ---  18:38  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 23,1 PATTADA                       15:00  15:58  ---  18:45  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 -   PATTADA                       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 28,1 BIVIO BUDDUSO'-BULTEI         15:10  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 34,1 BIVIO OSIDDA STAZ. FDS        15:17  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 40,1 AREA COINCIDENZA B            ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 40,2 SP33 AREA COINCIDENZA A       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 48,2 BULTEI                        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 51,2 ANELA                         ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 57,2 BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 -   BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 62,0 BOTTIDDA                      ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 65,0 ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 -   ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 66,8 BURGOS                        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 -   BURGOS                        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 68,6 ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 -   ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 70,6 BIVIO BURGOS-ESPORLATU        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 75,6 BIVIO ILLORAI                 ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 78,6 ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 -   ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 81,6 BIVIO ILLORAI                 ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 83,8 CANT.TIRSO                    ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

 84,5 ISCRA FDS                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- --- ---

                     Km.  per  corsa   26,0   15,0    8,1   15,0    8,1    8,1    8,1    8,1    8,1    8,1



9207 CHILIVANI-BONO-ISCRA                                                                      

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

km  FER    FER    FEST   FER    SCOL   SCOL   FEST   FER    FER    FEST   GIOR   FER    FER3   FER9   FER    FER    FER    FEST   FER    SCOL   FER    FER    FER   

     ISCRA FDS                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:00  --- ---  ---  09:10 ° 09:20  ---  ---  10:50  ---  ---  ---  13:00  ---  ---

   ,7 CANT.TIRSO                    ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:02  --- ---  ---  09:12  09:22  ---  ---  10:52  ---  ---  ---  13:02  ---  14:21 *

  2,9 BIVIO ILLORAI                 ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:05  --- ---  ---  09:15  09:25  ---  ---  10:55  ---  ---  ---  13:05  ---  14:24

  5,9 ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:13  --- ---  ---  09:23  09:33  ---  ---  11:03  ---  ---  ---  13:13  ---  14:32

 -   ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     ---  ---  ---  05:50  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  09:24  09:34  ---  ---  11:04  ---  ---  ---  13:14  ---  ---

  8,9 BIVIO ILLORAI                 ---  ---  ---  05:58  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:21  --- ---  ---  09:32  09:42  ---  ---  11:12  ---  ---  ---  13:22  ---  14:40

 13,9 BIVIO BURGOS-ESPORLATU        ---  ---  ---  06:05  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:28  --- ---  ---  09:39  09:49  ---  ---  11:19  ---  ---  ---  13:29  ---  14:47

 15,9 ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  06:10  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:33  --- ---  ---  09:44  09:54  ---  ---  11:24  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:52

 -   ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  06:11  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:34  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  11:25  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 17,7 BURGOS                        ---  ---  ---  06:19  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:42  --- ---  ---  09:52  10:02  ---  ---  11:33  ---  ---  ---  13:33  ---  15:00

 -   BURGOS                        ---  ---  ---  06:20  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:43  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  11:34  ---  ---  ---  13:35  ---  ---

 19,5 ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  10:00  10:10  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  13:43  ---  15:08

 -   ESPORLATU                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  13:44  ---  ---

 22,5 BOTTIDDA                      ---  ---  ---  06:28  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:51  --- ---  ---  10:06  10:16  ---  ---  11:42  ---  ---  ---  13:50  ---  15:14

 27,3 BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              ---  ---  ---  06:35  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:58  --- ---  ---  10:13  10:23  ---  ---  11:49  ---  ---  ---  13:57  ---  15:21

 -   BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:59  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:00  ---  ---  ---

 33,3 ANELA                         ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  08:09  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:10  ---  ---  ---

 36,3 BULTEI                        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  08:14  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  14:15  ---  ---  ---

 44,3 SP33 AREA COINCIDENZA A       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 44,4 AREA COINCIDENZA B            ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  07:10 @ ---  08:27  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  11:58  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 50,4 BIVIO OSIDDA STAZ. FDS        ---  ---  ---  ---  07:16 @ 07:16  ---  08:33  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:04  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 56,4 BIVIO BUDDUSO'-BULTEI         ---  ---  ---  ---  07:23  07:23  ---  08:40  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:11  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 61,4 PATTADA                       ---  ---  ---  ---  07:33  07:33  ---  08:50  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:21  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 -   PATTADA                       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 65,4 PATTADA STAZIONE FDS          ---  ---  ---  ---  07:40  07:40  ---  08:57  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:28  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 66,4 BIDUVE' BV BANTINE            ---  ---  ---  ---  07:42  07:42  ---  08:59  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:30  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 71,4 CASA LOPEZ                    ---  ---  ---  ---  07:47  07:47  ---  09:04  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:35  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 74,4 STAZIONE VIGNE                ---  ---  ---  ---  07:49  07:49  ---  09:06  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:37  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 75,4 OZIERI BV STAZ. FDS           ---  ---  ---  ---  07:53  07:53  ---  09:10 * ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:41  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 76,4 OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          ---  ---  ---  ---  07:58  07:58  ---  09:15  ---  --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  12:46  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

 -   OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          06:32  08:38  07:37  ---  ---  ---  08:43  ---  ---  09:52 10:38  12:38  ---  ---  13:16  ---  ---  14:47  14:54  ---  ---  16:38  ---

 79,5 OZIERI (S. NICOLA)            06:38  08:44  07:43  ---  ---  ---  08:49  ---  ---  09:58 10:44  12:44  ---  ---  13:22  ---  ---  14:53  15:00  ---  ---  16:44  ---

 84,5 OZIERI CHILIVANI STAZ FS      06:45  08:51  07:50  ---  ---  ---  08:56  ---  ---  10:05 10:51  12:51  ---  ---  13:29  ---  ---  15:00  15:07  ---  ---  16:51  ---

                     Km.  per  corsa    8,1    8,1    8,1   19,8   26,0   32,0    8,1   49,0   25,7    8,1    8,1    8,1   27,3   27,3    8,1   32,0   25,7    8,1    8,1    9,0   26,9    8,1   26,6

°    = (FER3) CORSA FERIALE DAL 16/6 AL 15/9

*    = proviene da Macomer con Q 9220

@    = Prosegue per Ozieri-Sassari con il Q761

*    = Coincidenza con Bus per Sassari Q. 761



9207 CHILIVANI-BONO-ISCRA                                                                      

48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

km  FEST   FER    FER    GIOR   FER    FEST   STA5   FEST   FER   

     ISCRA FDS                     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

   ,7 CANT.TIRSO                    --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:15 * ---  ---  

  2,9 BIVIO ILLORAI                 --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:18 ---  ---  

  5,9 ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:26 ---  ---  

 -   ILLORAI VIA MONS. PILIA 2     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

  8,9 BIVIO ILLORAI                 --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:34 ---  ---  

 13,9 BIVIO BURGOS-ESPORLATU        --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:41 ---  ---  

 15,9 ESPORLATU                     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:46 ---  ---  

 -   ESPORLATU                     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 17,7 BURGOS                        --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  20:54 ---  ---  

 -   BURGOS                        --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 19,5 ESPORLATU                     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 -   ESPORLATU                     --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 22,5 BOTTIDDA                      --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  21:02 ---  ---  

 27,3 BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  21:09 ---  ---  

 -   BONO (P.GRAMSCI)              --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 33,3 ANELA                         --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 36,3 BULTEI                        --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 44,3 SP33 AREA COINCIDENZA A       --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 44,4 AREA COINCIDENZA B            --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 50,4 BIVIO OSIDDA STAZ. FDS        --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 56,4 BIVIO BUDDUSO'-BULTEI         --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 61,4 PATTADA                       --- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  --- ---  ---  

 -   PATTADA                       --- ---  17:10  ---  18:50  ---  --- ---  ---  

 65,4 PATTADA STAZIONE FDS          --- ---  17:17  ---  18:57  ---  --- ---  ---  

 66,4 BIDUVE' BV BANTINE            --- ---  17:19  ---  18:59  ---  --- ---  ---  

 71,4 CASA LOPEZ                    --- ---  17:24  ---  19:04  ---  --- ---  ---  

 74,4 STAZIONE VIGNE                --- ---  17:26  ---  19:06  ---  --- ---  ---  

 75,4 OZIERI BV STAZ. FDS           --- ---  17:30  ---  19:10  ---  --- ---  ---  

 76,4 OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          --- ---  17:35  ---  19:15  ---  --- ---  ---  

 -   OZIERI (P.GARIBALDI)          16:56 17:21  ---  18:38  ---  19:46  --- 20:48  20:57  

 79,5 OZIERI (S. NICOLA)            17:02 17:27  ---  18:44  ---  19:52  --- 20:54  21:03  

 84,5 OZIERI CHILIVANI STAZ FS      17:09 17:34  ---  18:51  ---  19:59  --- 21:01  21:10  

                     Km.  per  corsa    8,1    8,1   15,0    8,1   15,0    8,1   25,0    8,1    8,1 

*    = proviene da Macomer con Q 9220



9207 NULE-BENETUTTI-AREA COINCIDENZA STRADA ABBASANTA/OLBIA                                    

1 3 5 7 9 11 13

km  SCOL   FNSC   FER    FER    SCOL   FER    SCOL  

     BIVIO OSIDDA STAZ. FDS        ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  15:17

  6,0 OSIDDA                        ---  06:40 ç ---  ---  ---  ---  15:27

 20,0 NULE                          06:52  06:57  08:10  11:00  12:00  11:40  15:44

 24,0 BENETUTTI                     07:02  07:07  08:20  11:10  12:10  11:50  ---

 30,0 AREA COINCIDENZA B            07:10  ---  08:28  ---  ---  11:58  ---

 30,1 SP33 AREA COINCIDENZA A       ---  ---  ---  11:17  ---  ---  ---

                     Km.  per  corsa   10,0   18,0   10,0    9,0    4,0   10,0   20,0

ç    = (FNSC) CORSA FERIALE-PERIODO NON SCOLASTICO

9207 NULE-BENETUTTI-AREA COINCIDENZA STRADA ABBASANTA/OLBIA                                    

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

km  SCOL   FNSC   FER    SCOL   FER    SCOL   FNSC   SCOL  

     SP33 AREA COINCIDENZA A       ---  ---  ---  10:05  11:21  ---  14:55  15:25

   ,1 AREA COINCIDENZA B            ---  ---  08:30  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

  6,1 BENETUTTI                     ---  07:10 ç 08:38  10:12  11:28  12:15  15:02  15:32

 10,1 NULE                          06:49  07:20  08:48  10:22  11:38  12:25  15:12 ç 15:42

 24,1 OSIDDA                        07:06  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  15:29  ---

 30,1 BIVIO OSIDDA STAZ. FDS        07:16  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---

                     Km.  per  corsa   20,0    4,0   10,0    9,0    9,0    4,0   23,0    9,0

ç    = (FNSC) CORSA FERIALE-PERIODO NON SCOLASTICO


